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Cemetery Vandalism Georgia Photos Raise Puzzle
-Postpones Texas Preliminary analysis of the UFO pic- , _"_

tures reportedly taken last December byUFO mvesugauon aretired couple in Georgia (UFO Investi-
gator, February 1973) has revealed a

Events surrounding the alleged discov- series of inconsistencies and unanswered
cry of an "airship" occupant's gravesite in questions.
Aurora, Texas (UFO Investigator, June According to the couple's report, the
1973) have substantially cooled, following wlfe was working in the yard outside their
further rebuff by Aurora cemetery offi, mobile home on the morning of Decem-

ciels to investigators seeking permission her 12 when she spotted an airborne ob-
to open the grave, ject approaching from the west. As it got

William Case, aviation writer for the closer, she said she realized it was not a
Dallas Times-Herald, reports that new van- conventional aircraft or helicopter. She
dalism at the cemetery and the plethora ran into the house to alert her husband, Oneof UFO photographssubmittedby couple.
of curiosity seekers that have descended who was resting in bed, and got her of the black-and-white prints. On the two
on the old Texas cowtown have made Polaroid camera (Swinger Model 20). She color prints with the notation, but not on
local townsfolk adamant in their refusal and her husband returned to the yard and the black-and-white one, the notation has

• to cooperate with more probing at the began taking pictures. He brought with beentraced over in another color ink. The
gravesite, him a second Polaroid, a Colorpack II. tracings follow the notations perfectly,

.; In a late report to NICAP, Case advises At this point, the sequence of events except on the date, which has been
that "sometime between midnight and becomes confused. From the husband's changed to Dec. 12. This occurs on both
6 a.m. on Wednesday, June 14j grave rob _ account, it appears that he took pictures color prints. No tracing is evident on the
bers stole the [reported] pilot's...grave- first while his wifetimed the development black-and-white, which shows the Novem-
stone. It infuriated the [people of the] of each exposure and peeled off the backs ber date unaltered.
area...and has slowed our investigation." of the pictures. They apparently then re- In the news account, and in three sop-

Casefurther reports: "What stung them versed roles while she shot and he peeled, orate accounts to NICAP, the couple gave
even more was that, anticipating some- During this time, according to their story, Dec. 12 as the date of the sighting. They
thing of this sort unless the community the UFO was slowly moving over the also reported that a UFO was sighted by
provided security, we met in the county northern and eastern perimeter of their the wife's mother (who lives down the
seat, Decatur, Texas, on May 24with the property at an estimated range of one- road from the couple) the night before
attorney for the Aurora Cemetery Asso- quarter to one-half mile (see diagram). The (Dec. 11). The mother verified this in a
ciation, the sheriff of Wise County, prose- LIFO eventually swung near the ground at signed report to NICAP.
cuting attorney, and one of the district the edge of a field, hovered momentarily, When asked about the discrepancy over
judges. In that meeting, we urged them then accelerated upward and disappeared the date, the couple explained that they
to get an injunction against unauthorized in the northeast, had had numerous sightings prior to the
entrance to the cemetery, defacement, etc. The couple reported the alleged expe- one on Dec. 12 and may have confused
The Cemetery Association attorney did rience to the Savannah Morning News a the date the pictures were taken. These
get the sheriff to go down for two hours week later, after hearing about other earlier sightings occurred in October and
one afternoon following the meeting, sightings in their general area (they live November, they said. They also reported
He also promised to seek an injunction,, near Metter, Ga., about 60 miles from a much earlier sighting in 1945 and addi-
May 25. They move slowly in Wise Savannah). They told the newspaper they tional sightings in January 1973.
County and he never moved on the in- took a total of 1t pictures over a period A more fundamental problem was dis-
junction. As a result, they lost the stone of about 30 minutes, covered when NICAP attempted to recon-
and we lost evidence we needed, although NICAP obtained eight of the original struct the sequence in which the pictures
we have photos of it from every angle Polaroid prints for analysis. Efforts to were actually taken, to compare it with
and verified through testimony of senior obtain the other three have been unsuc- the reported sequence. The two Polaroid
citizens [that] they 'had seen it there cessful. Three of the eight prints are cameras owned by the couple use eight-
for 65-70 years," as long as they could color; five are black-and-white, exposure film packs. Since two film packs
remember." The first discrepancy detected in the were reportedly used during the sighting

The"airship" story dates back to 1897 couple's report concerns the date the pic- (one color, one black-and-white), a total
when, according to contemporary news tures were taken. On back of two of the of 16 pictures could have been taken.
accounts, a strange airborne object shaped color prints, in what seems to be the same However, examination of the eight prints
like a dirigibJe appeared over Aurora at ink used by the husband to fill out his in NICAP's possession revealed that three
dawn on April t7, As it moved over the NICAP sighting report form, is the note- film packs were used (two color, one
town, it struck a wooden tower and burst lion "'UFO, Candler County, Nov. 22-'72, black-and-white). The first picture the

11'.30-11:38 A.M." The same notation,

(See Cemetery, Page 4) in the same ink, appears on back of one (See Georgia Photos, Page 2)
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Maryland Resident
BLACK HOLES:

Could They Be Cosmic Shortcuts?
Reports Sighting
Near College

A 28-year-old Maryland resident, while
on a mid-morning inspectlon tour of a
nearby community college, claims he ob- Arguments about UFOs often end up Picture space-time as being represented
served adu[I-colored, egg-shaped UPO pass as arguments about the vast distances of by a thin, very flexible sheet of rubber.
within a quarter-mile of the campus on interstellar space, Could a technologica/ it is curved, perhaps quite intricately
April 20, 1973. civilization cross these chasms in an ac- convoluted.

The witness, Vaughn L, F]uharty, of ceptably short period of time to visit Massive bodies such as stars can he
Bethesda, Md., is a licensed flight and Earth, or is there, as astronomer Dr. Carl thought of astiny ball bearings resting on
parachute instructor and was inspecting Sagan suggests, a natural "quarantine" this rubber sheet. The bigger and more
the college's athletic field for a future imposed on technological communities massive the star, the deeper the dimple it
parachute exhibition when the sighting scattered through space? makes in this otherwise smooth sheet.
occurred. Many theories have been offered that For a star or galaxy that is collapsing into

According to Fluharty, he was check- purport to get arozmd this problem of a black hole, the dimple starts to look
ing_Ul:fhestadium at Anne Artmdel Corn- , long-distance space travel. One idea re- more like a tUnbel -- a long, thin tube
munity College around 10;30 a.m. andwas cently put forward is that "black holes" stretched in the fabric of space-time by
looking at some lightpoles when, "1 was in Space, those distant signs of collapsing the gravitational collapse of the massive
suddenly made aware of a duU-Iooking stars, may provide a kind of space-time body.
object traveling at a fast speed across my shortcut for interstellar transportation. "White Holes" As Well?

line of vision. I was immediately ira- The idea was discussed fast month in the If the body doe_ not dwindle to a sin-
pressed with its motion. There was abso- Smithsonian magazine by Analog editor gularity, then the tube-tunnel might e-

Ben Bore. The following is an excerpt merge somewhere else in space:time. The
(See Maryland Resident, Page zl) from his article, explaining the concept, star or galaxy might have dug its way out

.... of one place in the Universe and reappeared
prints submitted to NICAP, which bear somewhere, and perhaps sometime, else.

Georgia Photos the sequence numbers 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8, Several cosmologists have suggested that

[Continued from page 1) all from the same film pack. the enigmatic quasars, which appear to be ,__
Asked to account for the missing pic- incredibly dis'cant and more powerful than

couple said they took (a co/or print} is tures, the couple told N/CAP Regional In- a hundred ordinary galaxies might be the
actually the second exposure on a differ- vestigatorJuliusBentontheyactuallytook explosive reemergence of a cogapsed pal-
ant film pack from which the other two a total of 37 pictures but reported a lower axy. In this view, a quasar represents a
color prints were taken. In physical s_- figure "to test" NICAP. They offered no "'white hole" at the end of a tunnel
quence, there were atotal of 1:2exposures explanation for why they reported the through space-time that began with a
between the alleged first picture (No. 2, same low figure to the newspaper. The black'hole.
pack 1) and the alleged second and third couple refused to let NICAP see the No one has serious y proposed explain-
pictures _No. 7 and No. 8, pack 2). This alleged extra pictures, log the physics o{ this phenomenon.
was determined from the manufacturer's Other problemshavedeveloped in anal- Where even relativistic physics breaks
sequence numbers on the prints, ysis of the pictures, which are too numer- down, you can't exppct more than a shrug

On the basis of this evidence, it appears ous to describe here. Until NICAP can of the shoulders When you ask questions.
that a substantial number of pictures is resolve the question of how many pic- At the densities and gravitational-field
missing, despite the couple's claim they lures were actually taken, and on what strength_ involved_ it Seems c/ear to the
only took 11. This is confirmed by day, a final evaluation of the report will theoreticians that the entire fabric of
examination of the five b/ack-and-white be deferred, space would get badly bent. Dare one

m, t,
osethescience-fictionterm, space warp?

Ho,_,_a Just as space is warped and stressed under
_. *_. UFO App_oac;led & Up & Oown,,_og,_,,d_yw_, the titanic gravitational forces, time itself

,_f might be stretched, warped, changed. Cer-_'_ _ tainly we shouldn't expect time to flow

,e e upo_to,_oq,o,,a _O_4l_ " at the same rate inside a black hole as it

u_P°_',,_:2_ _----_, does elsewhere. =

C_ _towo,d it.=ttooko*f _ Time Tunnels?

_TU. qg% underground railway system crisscrossing
°% the fabric of space-time? What happens

•r, H.,_,oa _" to time inside such a tunnel?
_ ,_ _;;:a Jl_'_'l Could it be that, if we ever do build

y // star-faring spacecraft, far from avoiding_) _ black holes, we will seek them out, Iook-
CONNECTOBHW_ _ _ ing for a "'Northwest Passage" between

_//e [_]N*_ghbo,',_o_ here and the most distant regions inMETTER'G Mi' e°vered_teadYhare _ X- Pasaien_ o(Camela Shot_ space -- or, perhaps, beyond space?

Copyright _973 Smlthsonian /nstltut_on
Mapsubmittedby couple,redrawnby artist, depictsfocal topographyand allegedpathof UFO. from Smithsonian Magazine,July 1973_
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, Detailsand evaluationswill bepublished

; 'Mysterious' UFO ADVISORYo.oo.vo.0b,o
over Arkansas June 28, 1973 -- New York City, N, Y. At least 11 people claimed they observed

"weird" lights dancing behind two clouds at about 9:10 p.m. The witnesses, observing
An Arkansas State Trooper and a the sight from the roof of an apartment at 74th Street, said they observed what

McNeil City, Ark. marshall are two of appeared to be two lights, shining from Behind two clouds, flashing on and off-- as if
many witnesses who have recently re- responding to each other, Within each dark cloud was a small red light, which was
ported sighting a "mysterious, star-like constantly traveling in a circular motion. The spectacle, according to one witness,
object" flying over the town at dusk, continued for more than an hour.

"1 first noticed it four or five months

ago," stated Marshall Larry Taylor. "'1 June 6, 1973 - Chevy Chase, Yd. A 12-Year-01d aid. unable to sleep due to the humid
was on patrol with State Trooper Jerry weather, claims she observed a bright white fireball, two to four feet in diameter, land
Etdridge and we were operating our radar, in a neighbor's tree at approximately 4 e.m. The light in the tree, although in/tially
It had been overcast during the day and I extinguished, began to flash on and off and move about the tree for a period of 15
looked out to the north and saw what I minutes, according to the girl. "'Then without warning, it shot out of the tree and
thought was a star...When I looked again I didn't see it again.'"
it was moving but I couldn't see any other
stars.Dqt," , April 29, 1973 -_ Shamokin, Pa. More than a dozen residents of the Eerndale sub-

The object got closer. 'according to division told state police they observed a UFO with "flashing lights" land on Burnside
Taylor, and he noticed a light beam shin- Mountain. One of the witnesses, a 13-year-old boy, said he watched the object through
ing from it. He said they watched the ob- binoculars and could sea a "big bubble on it and I saw silver along with the lights."
ject for a short time, but were forced to A number of adults reporting the sighting said the object hovered above the mountain
leave to halt a speeding automobile, for several moments before apparently landing. The UFO watchers said they sawthe

Other local residents have also reported object take off around 11 p.m. and head west,
similar sightings. One witness told police

he had seen a bright light in the sky north April 24, 1973 -- Spring Mills, Pa. Local police reported that three adults, apparently
of McNeil near a deer camp. The object, sober and not under the influence of any drugs, told them they observed an oval-
according to the witness, was soaring shaped, fluorescent-white UFO travel from the north, stop and hover motionless over
slowly over a field, shining a beam of light one of the witnesses' homes and then speed off in a northerly direction and disappear.
on the ground below. The object gave off a very bright white light which then changed to blue and green,

• _'_i Several local residents have reported said one witness.
.,, _# hearing and observing jet fighters circling

the area at low level at the same time the April 23, 1973 - Collinsville, IlL A 15-veer-old youth reported to local police he
LIFO was being observed. No explanation spotted a UFO in the southern sky about 9 p.m. The witness claims he and several
as to the purpose of the low-level flights friends were sitting outside at the time when they first observed the object pass
has been made, according to local officials, silently overhead. A few minutes later the object returned, traveling in the opposite

Some observers have attempted to ex- direction. The object, while moving, cast a flashing red light, but when it stopped a
plain the UFO sightings as either Skylab big white light appeared, according to the witness.
or another man-made satellite. Others

have disagreed, however, noting the fie- April 23, 1973 - Pevely, Mo. A number of citizens called local police to report UFOs
quent reports of a beam of light coming between 8:30 and 10 p.m. in all, five were seen, each with a bright white light and
from the UFO would he inconsistent with flashing red and green lights, according to police. Some of the witnesses said they
a satellite. In addition, many witnesses observed the objects through binoculars and "could see them very plainly." At least
reported sighting the UFO above McNeil 15 Pevely citizens told focal officials they had seen the UFOs,
prior to the launch of Skylab.

April 19, 1973 -- Flat River, Mo. A newspaper reporter and a friend claim they

Milton, Pa. Residents observed a bright object moving south around 8:30 p.m. According to one witness,
the object was "somewhat oval-shaped" and appeared to be about "three times the

Observe 'Giant Ball' slza of a sate]rite."

Police from Milton, Pa., reportedly April 13, 1973 - Charleston, MIo. An egg-shaped object that appeared to be traveling
were swamped with calls March 15, 1973, just above the tree-tops was reported by a local housewife, The woman said she was
regarding a "giant bali" which moved prepared to watch a movie on television around 8 p.m. when a bright flash of light
quickly across the evening sky from east drew her to the kitchen window. She said the object appeared red on top and solid
to west. white on the bottom. The UFQ was in view for approximately three minutes, said the

According to one witness, the UFO witness. A local radio station reported several similar reports of UFOs that night.
looked like a lighted helicopter dome. At
one point, he said, he observed the object March 27, 1973 -- Pierpont, Ohio A large, circular-shaped UFO was allegedly observed
make a g0-degree turn to avoid a crash by a local woman around 7:30 p.m., according to the local sheriff's office. The wit-
with what appeared to be an airplane, ness told police the object flashed a "myriad of colors" and was traveling erratically

Astheevening progressed, several other from northeast to southeast. The object was observed through binoculars by the
Milton residents reported similar sightings, witness, said the sheriff's office.

: according to police.
A spokesman at a local Air Force base, March 23, 1973 _ Willingboro, N. J. Several residents of Willlngboro reported sight-

when asked about possible sighting re- ing a "very bright" object flying toward the RCA radar station in Moorastown. One
ports, said no records were kept of such witness said he and his wife spotted a slow-moving, brightlyqlt object traveling west to
reports and local Air Force personnel eastabout 11;25p.m. Otherwitnessessaidtheobjectwaastreamllned, low-fIyingand
were not on the alert for such sightings, slow-moving with four "very bright lights."
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Cemetery _ NICAP y I Rep°rtrepresentsa c°nsensus°f the(Co,ti.oe._rom,age, eolic scientists who served with Dr. Condon on

into flames, scattering debris over a wide the Colorado Project. Actually, the Re-
area. The dismembered body of a small For the benefit of new members who port is made up of various points of view,
man was reportedly found in the wreck- may not be familiar with official NICAP not all of which agree. NICAP regards
age and was buried the following day. policy on specific issues, the following the Report as a document that contains

According to Case, some of the metal policy statements are offered on some of valuable scientific data but does not offer
fragments recently uncovered at the sup- the basic questions associated with the a unified, well-documented conclusion.
posed crash site have been analyzed as tin UFO subject. The opinions expressed in the first section
by the American Smelting Co. of Corpus What are UFOs? of the Report recommending against fur-
Christi, Texas. The company said the AIthoughmanyUFQreportshavebeen ther UFO study are the opinions of
fragments it tested appear to have been shownto have a conventional explanation, Dr. Condon and are not supported, in
the result of an explosion, but they could NICAP believes large numbers remain un- NICAP's judgment (and the judgment of
not prove this, The date of the fragments explained and warrant serious study by some of the scientists participating in the
has not been determined, the scientific community. These unex- study) by case material presented else-

Case and some of the scientists work- pin[ned reports may reflect various unre- where in the Report,

ing with him had hoped analysis of the lated events, or they may represent a

metal wouldprovidethebasisforacourt single kind of phenomenon. To help _ICLIP I
order permitting exhumation of the body. understand their true nature, it is neces-
If tests of the metal are inconclusive, as it sary, in NICAP's judgment, to continue

appears they wgl be, another basis will an activeresearehprogramusingaccepted _IIBOaRDI MEMO,have to be found before a court order can scientific methodology. FOR
be sought. Case is presently looking for Are UFOs Extraterrestrial Craft? (.- J MEMBERS
old _ecords and other evidence that may Taken at face value, many UFO re-

shed more light on the reported crash, ports suggest that intelligentl V controlled DECAL DOESN'T MAKE IT
craft of nonterrestrial origin are operating

Investigator Applications in Earth's atmosphere. Although no evi- Member reaction to a proposedNtCAP decal,
clence has been investigated by NICAP mentioned in the April newsletter, has only

Still BeingAccepted that proves this interpretation, much evi- been lukewarm. In view of this response,we
Following our announcement in the donee would point to this as a plausible havedecidednot to offer the decal. Weappre-

May issue, many well qualified HICAP theory and NICAP believes it deserves ciate the interest of thosemembarswho wrote
members have submitted applications serious consideration by the scientific to tell ustheir opinion oftheidea.
for NICAP Regional Investigator and community.

Investigator assistant. We are pleased Why Should UFOs Be Investigated? NICAP NEWS TEAM SCORES HIGH
with both the number of responses and NICAP believes that science has an oh- NICAP memberswho havebeenwatching local
the high degree of skills and talent llgation to investigate any data that might newspapersforarticles on UFOshaveposted an
_ossessedby those responding. Many help man better understand this puzzling impressiverecord during recent months with
Investigators have already received re- and important phenomenon. In addition the numberof newsclippings they havesent in.
gion assignments and others are in the to finding an answer to the nature of Articles from a wide variety of papershave
_rocess of being reviewed. Some of UFOs, there are many areas of physical been received,includi_j papersthat rarely pub-

the members who have appffed do not and personal behavior that may be igumi- lish UFO material.
meet the qualifications outlined in the hated by research in the UFO field, in- " '

May issue for Investigator. Both those cluding the areas of atmospheric physics, Maryland Resident
being reviewed and those not meeting space science, and psychology. While it (Continued from page 2)
qualifications will be notified in the is difficult to predict what knowledge will
near future, be gained in these fields, it is evident, in lutely no sound audible to me, end yet I

If you are 25 or older and have NICAP's view, that the UFO problem was awed at its fantastic speed without
scientificorothertrainingthatyoufeel should be explored with an open mind sound reaching me after it even disap-
is relevant to UFO research, you may and active curiosity, peared from my view.'"
apply to serve as a NICAP Regional Has Secrecy Been Associated with The object, according to the witness,
Investigator or assistant. Application the Government's UFO Studies? appeared to follow Ritchie Highway north

.... t s
forms are available from NICAP on re- NICAP feels there is clear proof the until it reached the v cm ty of Baltimore
quest, If you do not meet the qualifi- U.S. Government has withheld ioforma- Friendship International Airport, when it

cations for Regional Investigator de- tion on UFOs from the American public "seemingly leaped from side-to-side (zig-
scr bed in the May (ssue, please do not and practiced other forms of deception, zag) at a phenomenal pace and unbeliev-
apply. Assistants are individuals who and has apparently attempted to discredit ingiy at right angles, then my eyes simply
want to help in NICAP's investigative the UFO subject. Whether these actions couldn't follow it. This awed me.'"
program on a more timited basis than stem from a desire to conceal the "truth" Fluharty claims the object was not very
an Investigator. The need for assistants about UFOs, as some observers have large, less than 25 feet Jn diameter, and
varys from area to area, depending on claimed, or whether they derive from was only about one-eighth or one-quarter
the distribution of Investigators and other motives, cannot be answered on the of a mile away when it passed by his Ioca-
other factors. Those individuals not basis of available information, lion, He estimated the object's a(titude at
meeting the requirements for Regional between 1500 and 2500 feet above ground
Investigator may apply as an assistant. Wasthe Condon Report a "Whitewash"? level and was about the size of a pea held

It is often assumed that the Condon at arm's length.
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